MADE IN EINDHOVEN / THE NETHERLANDS

HAND FOLDED LAMP

Our hand folded lamps were first developed for the
Bakkerswinkel in Rotterdam. This is the tenth Bakkerswinkel we have furnished and so,
despite limited resources and the fact that the world still seems to be immersed in a
feeling of crisis, we wanted to create a jubilee design: one that was better, more
beautiful, more luxurious and, in particular, more enjoyable than ever for guests.
Our collection of punched and hand-folded lamps were inspired by an old, but new to
us, punching machine which we accidentally bought along with a large collection of tools
intended for the punching machine we already had. We gained not only the most
beautiful punch designs but also a machine into the bargain. Having said that it turned
out that the machine did not work and the repair work required was not exactly cheap.
However, the whole exercise resulted in a renewed interest in punching.
A punching machine is a somewhat oldfashioned piece of equipment in comparison to a
laser-cutting machine or a water jet machine. In fact, through the advent of these
modern machines, the punching machine has lost favour because it punches the shape
of the chosen design in the sheet rather than following a pattern which has been drawn.
Attaching the tools is a labour intensive process and the fact that you have to punch
holes rather than draw lines means that there are considerable limitations.
However, the punching process itself is controlled by a computer. In fact if you want a
hole or a particular shape and your punch tool can make that exact shape, nothing is
more efficient than a punching machine. Boom, you have a hole.
Boom, boom, you have a slit. So why not design according to the possibilities that the
machine and its tools offer? The old technique at its best, unrivalled by the modern
competition. And so the old machine and its tools offered us the solution we needed to
develop, cost-efficiently, a series of lamps especially for the Bakkerswinkel.

name 		

hand folded lamp 1 / 3660 / 3661 / 3662

size 		

27 x 27 x 18 cm

color 		

steel / brass / copper

rrp		

euro 247 / 331 / 310

moq 		

1 pcs

ONE MOLD DESK LAMP
name 		

one mold desk lamp / 2991

size 		

19,5 x 12 x 55,5 cm

colors 		

various

rrp		

euro 670

moq 		

10 pcs

ONE MOLD CEREMIC LAMP

Last year we introduced the one mold lamp.
The concept is simple: one lamp from one mold with different functions.
Standing next to your bed or in the cupboard, hanging on the wall as down or up-lighter,
but also on a stick as desk lamp or as reading lamp next to the sofa. The one mold
lamps in their naked form have now been produced in various glazes.

name 		

one mold ceramic lamp / 2992

size 		

19,5 x 12 x 8 cm

colors 		

various

rrp		

euro 220

moq 		

10 pcs

CRISIS

The Crisis collection owes its name to the first crisis we experienced as an
established company and which lasted from 2001 until 2002. It turned out to be an
insignificant one and, like many others, we weren’t affected. So we then went and
bought a computer-operated milling cutter. The first products we made with this machine
were the Crisis furniture range. The initial concept was to deliver them as flat pack, and
thus cheaper, furniture. Yet crisis or not, the customer wasn’t interested in DIY furniture.
For example, whenever we sold a chair in a bag, parts were often missing. However, the
assembled versions did become a success.
Every time the word crisis appeared in the newspapers, we sold more, and so over the
years we expanded the series. In 2014 we developed an entirely new range of Crisis
furniture consisting of small tables and stools and a large modular table we left at home
because of its size.

name

crisis table / unlacquered 1863 / lacquered 1863 L		

crisis 2014 stool / unlacquered 1860 / lacquered 1860 L

name 		

crisis chair / unlacquered 1500 / lacquered 1500 L

size

120 x 60 x 78 cm					

Ø 33 x 47 cm

size 		

41 x 53 x 82 (49) cm

color

natural / grey / white / red / brown black			

natural / grey / white / red / brown black

color 		

grey / white / red / brown black

rrp

euro 405 / euro 535					

euro 99 / euro 143

rrp		

euro 229 / 274

moq

1 pcs							1 pcs

moq 		

1 pcs

HAND FOLDED LAMP 4 / 5 / 6

The primary trigger for this series of lamps was
the failed Champagne Lamp which was to hang above the bar of the Bakkerswinkel.
We had wanted to silver-plate Ruinart champagne bottles after removing the bottom of
the bottles but it proved virtually impossible to separate the bottle from the bottom and
so we needed an alternative. We thought it would be nice to have copper lamps hanging
above the copper bar and the perky shape of the body of the Ruinart bottle formed the
basis for the shape of the lamp. In the final analysis model 4 turned out to be the most
beautiful of the hand-folded lamps that we had made at that point.
Due to the perforations and the way in which the various sides do not quite fully join up,
there is something about the way the light escapes through the tiny holes and chinks.
Following the example of this one lamp we immediately made two more so that they can
be used interchangeably. This also expands the options for interior applications
considerably. The lamps are available in 3 materials: brass, copper and steel. The colour
of the lead can be modified if desired.
name

hand folded lamp 4

hand folded lamp 5

hand folded lamp 6

3680 / 3682 / 3681

3683 / 3685 / 3684

3686 / 3688 / 3687

size

22 x 22 x 28 cm

21 x 21 x 28 cm

15 x 15 x 28 cm

color

steel / brass / copper

steel / brass / copper

steel / brass / copper

rrp

euro 247 / euro 410 / euro 383

euro 247 / euro 410 / euro 383

euro 242 / euro 394 / euro 368

moq

1 pcs

1 pcs

1 pcs

HAND FOLDED LAMP 2

Our hand folded lamps were first developed for the
Bakkerswinkel in Rotterdam. This is the tenth Bakkerswinkel we have furnished and so,
despite limited resources and the fact that the world still seems to be immersed in a
feeling of crisis, we wanted to create a jubilee design: one that was better, more
beautiful, more luxurious and, in particular, more enjoyable than ever for guests.
Our collection of punched and hand-folded lamps were inspired by an old, but new to
us, punching machine which we accidentally bought along with a large collection of tools
intended for the punching machine we already had. We gained not only the most
beautiful punch designs but also a machine into the bargain. Having said that it turned
out that the machine did not work and the repair work required was not exactly cheap.
However, the whole exercise resulted in a renewed interest in punching.

name 		

hand folded lamp 2 / 3663 / 3665

size 		

85 cm

material

steel / copper

rrp		

euro 305 / 510

moq 		

1 pcs

WAXINE OLD LAMP TABLE LIGHT

After discovering in April that the
oldlampshadestealights sell so well, we purchased an enormous number of old shades.
We are now showing the lion’s share of these. Sometimes there is just one, sometimes a
few and every now and then dozens. It is, for us, a large number of unique products.

name 		

waxine old lamp table light / 3513

size 		

variable

material

glass / brass

rrp		

euro 195

moq 		

6 pcs

WASTE TILE CUBE CABINET

The cube scrap wood tile cupboards are made
from tiles as we presented them last April during the Salone in Milan. This time, however,
the tiles are square and so are the cupboards. The cubes with three drawers or one
drawer can be placed alongside or on top of each other.
The hidden handle, which we introduced for the enormous beam cabinets, remains
virtually untraceable through the grout of the tiles.
name 		

waste tile cube cabinet

size 		

73 x 73 x 73 cm

color 		

scrapwood

rrp		

euro 9.350

moq 		

1 pcs

DARK ARM CHAIR AND FOUR SEATER
name

dark arm chair with velvet / 3842 H

dark arm bench with velvet / 3845 H

size

99 x 100 x 59 (42) cm

264 x 100 x 59 (42) cm

color

dark scrapwood / velvet

dark scrapwood / velvet

rrp

euro 3.719

euro 10.844

moq

1 pcs

1 pcs

WASTE TABLE IN SCRAPWOOD
name

waste table in scrapwood / 3855 H

size

300 x 100 x 78 cm

color

dark scrapwood

rrp

euro 8.284

moq

1 pcs

name

oak chair in scrapwood / 2475 H

name

waste coffecube in scrapwood / 3835 H

size

38 x 46 x 84 (48) cm

size

80 x 120 x 25 (48) cm

material

scrapwood

material

scrapwood

rrp

euro 498

rrp

euro 2.313

moq

1 pcs

moq

1 pcs

WASTE FURNITURE IN SCRAPWOOD
name

waste cabinet in scrapwood / 3886 H

size

227 x 50 x 90 cm

material

scrapwood

rrp

euro 9.875

moq

1 pcs

name

waste table in scrapwood / 3855 H

size

300 x 100 x 78 cm

material

dark scrapwood

rrp

euro 8.284

moq

1 pcs

OAK DISPLAY AND PHILIPS CABINET

In 1993, inspired by a large consignment of square
glass plates, we constructed the Oak Display Case. Shelves, sides, top and front were all made in identical
fashion with glass plates of the same size. Later, the dimensions of the case were adjusted to match those of
the ‘Philipskast’ and a polycarbonate version was also made. However, we never succeeded in making a steel
version. The structure, with its horizontal and vertical parts, turned out to be too complicated to construct out
of steel.

CANTEEN TABLE AND CHAIR IN OAK

name

oak display cabinet three columns / 2271

name

philips cabinet three columns / 1090

name

canteen table in oak / 2121

name

chair in oak / 2225

size

40 x 115 x 173 cm

size

119 x 40 x 195 cm

size

120 x 78 cm

size

37 x 47 x 85 (49) cm

oak

color

oak

material

oak

material

aluminum

color

rrp

euro 3.328

rrp

euro 4.116

rrp

euro 3.950

rrp

euro 437

1 pcs

moq

1 pcs

moq

1 pcs

moq

1 pcs

moq

CLASSIC CUPBOARD IN SCRAPWOOD

The Classic Cupboard was
Piet Hein Eek’s first piece exploring scrapwood material, and is meticulously crafted in
Piet Hein Eek’s studio using traditional wood-working techniques. It is produced without
a lacquer finish for a full expression of the wood’s texture. Each piece is unique, based
on the material available at the time.
name

classic cupboard in scrapwood / 2400

size

100 x 48 x 215 cm

material

scrapwood

rrp

euro 4.077

moq

1 pcs

OLD LAMPSHADELAMP

As long as I have known her, my wife Jeannine has
been collecting lampshades for some future purpose. Needless to say, we have quite a
few stored away. When I visited Leo Coolen (Sprookjes NV), who collaborated with us in
our current building, it turned out he too has a collection of lamps, the size of which is
absolutely beyond imagination. Collections that are apparently without end yet unique
always tend to excite me and I could not stop thinking about all those lamps, not only
because this is our ﬁrst joint project, but also because many more are sure to follow.
name

old lampshadelamp / 3501

size

180 cm / 62 lampshades

color

various

rrp

euro 15.787

moq

1 pcs

AS-THICK-AS-WIDE-CHAIR

This chair was created some time ago. The idea
was simple: the slats used to make it all have equal width and thickness. The extended
spine creates a triangular structure that provides strength. We really liked the chair,
but it was not developed further, partly because the cushions were rather expensive to
produce and we thought the design would be unsaleable. The cutting machine we purchased for the packaging can also cut fabric, which significantly reduces the upholstery
costs. The direct reason for us to start producing the chair was that we wanted to use
comfortable luxury chairs from our own workshop in our own restaurant.

AS-THICK-AS-WIDE-TABLE

Analogous to the chairs, we have also created a
table made of planks that are all as thick as they are wide. The width of the slat for the
chair is the thickness of the plank for the table. We actually only have large tables in the
collection and we were regularly asked to add a smaller table of solid oak to the collection. When the table and chair were stood next to each other, just before they were put
into the bus, we saw that the set is beautiful in its simplicity – for some, more beautiful
than expected. Yet simple luxury is still something that sounds good but receives little
support from buyers, which is a shame because it is in this field that we can draw upon
a rich tradition of unrecognised, simple luxury. Of course we are not complaining as there
are also products that are in great demand.

name

as-thick-as-wide chair / 2226 / 2227

as-thick-as-wide table / 2228

size

58 X 58 X 80 (46)

144 x 72 x 78

material

oak / portugees army wool

oak

rrp

euro 870

euro 2400

moq

1 pcs

1 pcs

ONE BEAM BENCH

BEAM ARMCHAIR

name

one beam bench / 2350

name

beam armchair with cushions / 4301

size

20 x 220 x 48 ( depends on the length of the beams )

size

110 x 100 x 70

color

beams / available in grey, yellow, black, white, blue and red

color

beams / army fabric

rrp

euro 1.095

rrp

euro 2.090

benches longer than 250 cm, additional price of euro 22 per 10 cm

moq

1 pcs

moq

1 pcs

BAG CHAIR AND COFFEETABLE IN SCRAPWOOD
name

bagchair in army fabric / 4315

coffeetable in scrapwood

size

-

-

material

fabric

scrapwood

rrp

euro 995

euro 2.700

moq

1 pcs

1 pcs

STEEL OLD WINDOW DISPLAY
name

steel old window display / 1290 M

size

various

material

steel / glass

rrp

price on request / 3.900 per compartment

moq

1 pcs

GLOSSY BENCH
name

glossy bench with leather upholstery / 1307

size

148 x 78 x 75 (43)

material

nickel plated steel / leather

rrp

euro 6.123

moq

1 pcs

LINE LAMP
name

line lamp brass / copper / mirror stainless steel / 3696

size

96 / 120 / 150 / 180 x 6 x 6

material

brass / copper / mirror stainless steel

rrp

euro 675 / 700 / 800 / 875

moq

1 pcs

METAL WALL SHELVING
name

metal wall shelving / brass / 1411

size

100 x 99,6 x 24

material

brass

rrp

euro 1.046

moq

1 pcs

PUNCHED MESH LAMP
name

punched mesh lamp / brass / copper / 3694

size

150 x 13 x 12

material

brass / copper

rrp

euro 2.200

moq

1 pcs

WELDED CABINET
name

welded cabinet two doors / seven drawers / 1270

size

294 x 50 x 97

material

steel

rrp

euro 10.000

moq

1 pcs

KROLLER MULLER CHAIR
name

kroller muller chair / 2480

size

57 x 43 x 83 (46)

material

waste plywood

rrp

euro 531

moq

1 pcs

ENORMOUS UPHOLSTERED BEAM BENCH
name

enormous upholstered beam bench in army fabric / 4311

size

300 x 90 x 90 (46)

material

beams and army fabric

rrp

euro 5.600

moq

1 pcs

